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An extension of Satoh's algorithm and its implementationMireille Fouquet�, Pierrick Gaudry� and Robert HarleyyzOctober 24, 2000AbstractWe describe a fast algorithm for counting points on elliptic curves de�ned over �nite �elds ofsmall characteristic, following Satoh. Our main contribution is an extension to characteristicstwo and three. We give a detailed description with the optimisations necessary for an e�cientimplementation. Finally we give the number of points we have computed on a \random" curvede�ned over the �eld Fq with q = 28009.1 Introduction1.1 A short history of point countingThe �rst polynomial-time algorithm for counting points on elliptic curves over �nite �elds wasdescribed by Schoof in [Sch85]. The basic idea was to �nd the cardinality, modulo su�cientlymany small primes ` using the `{torsion points and then to recover the exact result using theChinese Remainder Theorem. To compute with `{torsion points, Schoof suggested doing polynomialarithmetic modulo the `{division polynomials.The time required for point-counting over Fq with Schoof's algorithm is O(log5+" q) with asymp-totically fast algorithms for arithmetic (or O(log8 q) with na��ve arithmetic).To reduce the run-time, in large characteristic, Elkies [Elk98] and Atkin [Atk92] proposedreplacing the `{division polynomials with lower degree ones found using the factorization of modularpolynomials. In this way they reduced the degree from O(`2) to O(`) yielding the so-called SEAalgorithm (see [Sch95]). The improved run-time, under reasonable hypotheses, is O(log4+" q) (orO(log6 q)).Further work by Morain [Mor95a], M�uller [M�ul95], Dewaghe [Dew98] and others led to moree�cient implementations of SEA. Morain carried out actual computations for q as large as 10499 +153 [Mor95b]. Couveignes extended SEA to work in small characteristic [Cou94], [Cou96] andLercier gave some improvements speci�c to characteristic two [Ler97], [JL]. Vercauteren reachedq = 21999 with an optimized implementation of these ideas [Ver99].1.2 Satoh's algorithmRecently in [Sat00], Satoh outlined a new algorithm with run-time O(log3+" q) (or O(log5 q)) forsmall �xed characteristic p � 5 and suggested that it could be extended to characteristics 2 and 3.The basic idea of this new algorithm is completely di�erent from SEA.�LIX, �Ecole polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, FranceyArgoTech, 26 ter rue Nicola��, 75012 Paris, FrancezProjet Cristal, INRIA, Domaine de Voluceau - Rocquencourt, 78153 Le Chesnay, France1



First of all the curve given over Fq , where q = pd, is lifted to a curve de�ned over a certainp{adic ring Zq above Fq . Intuitively, Zq is to Fq as the p{adic integers Zp are to the prime �eldFp . More precisely, Zq is the unique (unrami�ed) discrete valuation ring having residue �eld Fq .By a result of Lubin-Serre-Tate, there is a canonical way to lift the curve by lifting its j{invariantj from Fq to Zq using the modular polynomial �p. A direct implementation based on this resultwould be slow due to computations of the (rather complicated) Frobenius in Zq.Satoh devised a much more e�cient algorithm based on the following insight: rather than liftingj up to J in isolation, it is faster to lift j along with all its conjugates ji simultaneously. Indeedwriting out the equations �p(Ji; Ji+1) = 0 for 0 � i < d yields an algebraic system over Zq withoutFrobenius, which can be solved quickly by a multi-variate Newton iteration.The �rst stage is thus to compute all the Ji's to p{adic precision O(pn) where n � d2 . Next foreach i we �nd a curve de�ned over Zq that has j{invariant Ji. This is done with ordinary Newtoniterations to �nd its coe�cients to su�cient precision. Then for each curve, we compute the kernelof the dual isogeny of the Frobenius with a generalized Newton iteration.Now, the trace of Frobenius can be written as a norm from Zq to Zp of a certain coe�cient.The square of each of the conjugates of the coe�cient can be computed using V�elu's formulae. To�nish, we compute the product of these conjugates and take its square root, yielding the trace c ofFrobenius (except for its sign, which can easily be determined).Since jcj � 2pq, the number of points q + 1 � c can be determined exactly by working tosu�cient precision.1.3 Overview of the paperThe �rst purpose of the present paper is to describe the algorithm for p � 5 due to Satoh, with thedetails necessary for an e�cient implementation, in an easy to understand fashion. We make thealgorithm e�ective and apply some improvements.An important part of our contribution is to extend Satoh's method to an algorithm for char-acteristics p = 2 and p = 3. The extension to p = 3 is relatively straightforward, whereas thep = 2 case introduces some di�culties not present in odd characteristic. We also describe how tominimise the constant factor in the O(d3 log p) memory required by these algorithms.Finally we present actual timings and in particular result we have computed for q = 28009 usingan asymptotically fast implementation.2 Local rings2.1 The ring Zp of p{adic integersLet �n be the projection from Z=pn+1Z onto Z=pnZ. This projection is a ring homomorphism. Onecan give a formal de�nition of p{adic integers as follows.De�nition 2.1 A p{adic integer is a sequence x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn; : : : ), with xn 2 Z=pnZ and suchthat �n(xn+1) = xn for n � 1. The ring of p{adic integers is denoted by Zp.The sum and the product in Zp are de�ned coordinate-wise in the natural way. Note that Zpis a discrete valuation ring. Its only non-zero prime ideal is pZp and the residue �eld Zp=pZp is(isomorphic to) Fp .We extend the de�nition of �n to include the projection from Zp to Z=pnZ i.e. x 7! xn. Clearly,once xn is known, one can recover xk for k < n easily by projection down to Z=pkZ. We set � = �1.Note that � can be considered as projecting to Fp .2



The invertible elements of Zp are those not in pZp i.e., those with �(x) 6= 0. For further detailson p{adic integers, see [Ser70, Chapter II].2.2 The ring ZqLet q = pd with p prime. Let f(t) be a monic polynomial in Zp[t] of degree d such that thepolynomial �(f) obtained by projecting the coe�cients is irreducible in Fp [t].De�nition 2.2 The ring Zq is Zp[t] modulo (the ideal generated by) f(t).The following graph gives an idea of how Fp , Fq , Zp and Zq are related:
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An element a of Zq can be represented as a polynomial ad�1td�1+ � � �+ a1t+ a0. The sum andthe product in Zq are ordinary polynomial sums and products taken modulo f(t). Note that Zqcontains Zp as a sub-ring (just set a1 = a2 = � � � = ad�1 = 0).Furthermore, Zq is an unrami�ed discrete valuation ring. Its only non-zero prime ideal is pZqand the residue �eld Zq=pZq is (isomorphic to) Fq . In fact these conditions characterize Zq. Inparticular it is isomorphic to the ring W (Fq ) of Witt vectors; the representation as Witt vectors isused in the theory below but we found it inconvenient for actual computation.We extend the de�nitions of �n and � to Zq in the natural way. Note that � can be consideredas projecting to Fq . In the following we will use the notation \ mod pn " to indicate that a givenrelation holds modulo the ideal pnZq. The invertible elements of Zq are those with �(x) 6= 0. Forfurther details, see [Ser68, Chapters I and II].2.3 Little Frobenius of ZqThe starting point is the well-known p-th power Frobenius action on the �eld Fq .De�nition 2.3 The little Frobenius on Fq is the �eld automorphism � : x 7! xp, �xing the sub�eldFp . In order to de�ne the little Frobenius � lifted to Zq, we �rst need to give some de�nitions. Weremark that although � can be computed as indicated here, doing so is rather slow in practice.3



Satoh's algorithm (and our improvements of it) go out of their way to avoid computing � completelyand as a result the reader can skip this subsection on a �rst reading.First we de�ne a particular lift of scalars from Fq to Zq which respects the multiplicativestructure.De�nition 2.4 The Teichm�uller lift is the map ! : Fq ! Zq de�ned by: !(0) = 0 and for xnon-zero, !(x) is the unique (q � 1)-th root of unity in Zq such that �(!(x)) = x.The choice of name here is motivated by similarity with the Teichm�uller character from p{adicanalysis. Note that the Teichm�uller lift can be computed using a Newton iteration based on thefunction f(x) = xq�1 � 1.Next we de�ne a decomposition of elements of Zq which is close to the usual representation ofWitt vectors1. See Chapter II of [Ser68] for details on Witt vectors.De�nition 2.5 The semi-Witt decomposition of x 2 Zq is the unique sequence (xi)i�0 of xi 2 Fqsuch that x =Pi�0 !(xi)pi.The coordinates xi can be computed one after another in the obvious way by x0 = �(x), thenx1 = �(x�!(x0)p ) and so on.Now we can de�ne �, the little Frobenius lifted from Fq to Zq. Naturally it satis�es �(�) = �where � is the little Frobenius on Fq ; however � is not a simple powering like �.De�nition 2.6 The Frobenius � : Zq ! Zq is as follows. For any x 2 Zq, let (xi)i�0 be its semi-Witt decomposition. Then �(x) is the element of Zq with decomposition (xpi )i�0. In other words itis Pi�0 !(xpi )pi or equivalently Pi�0 !(xi)ppi.2.4 Computations in Zp and ZqFor the purpose of computation one considers p{adic integers to some working precision, say n.That is to say one represents a 2 Zp by an approximation an 2 Z=pnZ and the ring operations arecarried out modulo pn.The inverse of an invertible a 2 Zp can be computed by the simple Newton iteration x  x� x(ax�1), initialized with the inverse 1=�(a) taken in Fp .Similarly, to represent a = ad�1td�1+� � �+a0 2 Zq to some working precision n, one can store thesequence (�n(ad�1); : : : ; �n(a0)). The space required is s = O(nd log p) and the time for additionor subtraction of two elements is O(s). The polynomial f(t) can be chosen to be sparse and withsimple coe�cients, so that the reduction modulo f(t) costs only a few additions and subtractions.Multiplication using na��ve arithmetic would take O(s2) whereas using Karatsuba's algorithm, inboth the p{adic dimension and in the polynomial dimension, reduces it to O(slog 3= log 2).One may also use fast multiplication algorithms. An asymptotically good method is to packthe coe�cients into a single large integer and then use a fast algorithm for integer multiplication.Each coe�cient should be padded with zero bits to �ll a �eld of d2n log2 p+log2 de bits, so that thecoe�cients of the product polynomial can be recovered from �elds in the integer product. Arith-metic with precision less than O(log d) takes negligible time so we can assume that the size ` of theresulting integers is �(nd log p). The fastest algorithm for multiplying large integers is Sch�onhage'susing Fast Fourier Transforms modulo Fermat numbers [SS71] in time O(` log ` log log `) for ` bits.1The di�erence is simply that for Witt vectors, the coordinates xi are replaced by xpii .4



In the following n = O(d) and hence multiplication can be done in time O(nd log d log log d), for�xed p. Note that when n = �(d) the same complexity can be attained, with better constantfactors, by doing the FFT's directly on the polynomial representation. We found this approach tobe the fastest in practice.As before, the inverse of an invertible a can be obtained by a simple Newton iteration initial-ized with 1=�(a). By varying the precision as described in the next section, division takes timeproportional to multiplication.2.5 Newton iterationSeveral algorithms that are described in the present paper are based on Newton iteration. Therefore,we present it here.Let R be an arbitrary p{adic ring. The following Newton iteration allows us to improve anapproximate root of a polynomial. Given a good approximation to a root we can e�ciently computea better approximation, with approximately twice the precision.It will be necessary to be quite careful about what we mean by \precision" throughout. Wewrite pk jx when x � 0 mod pk. In such a case p�kx is in R. We write pk k x when pk jx butpk+1 - x. In such a case p�kx is invertible.Let x 2 R and f 2 R[t]. Let k be such that pk k f 0(x) and assume pn+k j f(x) for some n > k.Under such conditions we will say that x is an approximate root of f known to precision n, in thesense that there exists an exact root y in R with x � y mod pn.We �rst prove a lemma showing how a Newton iteration improves a root known to precision ninto one known to precision 2n� k.Lemma 2.1 (Quadratic convergence of Newton iteration) Let x 2 R and f 2 R[t]. Let k be suchthat pk k f 0(x) and assume pn+k j f(x) for some n > k. Let:� = p�kf(x)p�kf 0(x)and y = x��: Then y � x mod pn, p2n j f(y) and pk k f 0(y).Proof : It is clear that pn j� so that y � x mod pn. By Taylor expansion,f(y) = f(x)��f 0(x) + �2	(x);where 	(x) is a polynomial with coe�cients in R. Since p2n j�2, we get f(y) � f(x)��f 0(x) � 0mod p2n.Finally since y � x mod pn, it follows that f 0(y) � f 0(x) mod pn. Since pk k f 0(x) and n > kwe have pk k f 0(y). �Repeated application of this lemma gives rise to an algorithm to compute a root of a polynomialto any desired precision, from a su�ciently precise initial root.Procedure NewtonIterationsInputs:� A desired precision n.� A polynomial f 2 R[t], 5



� A starting solution x0 2 R and an integer k with pk k f 0(x0) and p2k+1 j f(x0).Output: An approximate root x 2 R with x � x0 mod pk+1 and pn+k j f(x).1. IF n � k + 1 THEN y  x0; GO TO 5;2. n0  dn+k2 e;3. x NewtonIterations(n0; f; x0; k);4. y  x� p�kf(x)p�kf 0(x) ;5. RETURN y.For an e�cient implementation, it is important to work with the lowest precision possible ateach stage of the algorithm. In particular, one should reduce the precision of the Newton iterationsin each recursive call. The depth of the recursion necessary to reach a desired precision n is log(n),so if all operations were done at precision n then the total time taken would be O(M(n) log(n))where M(n) is the time for multiplication. By doing the top level iteration at full precision, the�rst recursive call at roughly half precision, the second recursive call at one quarter precision andso on, the time taken is reduced to O(M(n)) total.Furthermore, when calculating the improved root y = x�f(x)=f 0(x) in a Newton iteration, onecan reduce the precision of some of the calculations by roughly half. The lowest required precisionsare indicated next. We will write x+O(pn) to denote any y � x mod pn. For instance xy+O(pn)can be understood to be the product xy computed with precision n.When an element a 2 R is known to precision n then the product pka is known to precisionn+ k, in the sense that pk(a+O(pn)) = pka+O(pn+k). Conversely when a is known to precisionn and satis�es pk j a, where k � n, then p�ka is known to precision n� k. In practice the divisionand multiplication by pk are fast operations e.g., right and left shifts when p = 2.Now the Newton iteration can be computed as y = x��+O(p2n�k) where :� = �(f(x) +O(p2n)) � p�n�k +O(pn�k)(f 0(x) +O(pn)) � p�k +O(pn�k) +O(pn�k)� � pn +O(p2n�k)3 Frobenius morphisms and the canonical lift3.1 Frobenius morphisms on curvesLet E be a curve over the �nite �eld Fq , where q = pd. As is well known, we can compute theorder of E by computing the trace c of the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism on this curve. Thenumber of points is then given by q+1�c. According to the Hasse-Weil bound, we have jcj � 2pq.The p-th power Frobenius � on Fq can clearly be extended to map points (x; y) on E to points(�(x); �(y)) on the conjugate curve E� obtained by applying � to the coe�cients of E and infact this map is a (purely inseparable) isogeny, also called the little Frobenius. Furthermore, theconstruction can be repeated giving an isogeny from E� to E�2 and so on. Repeating it d timesgives a cycle of isogenies which returns to the initial curve E. Writing E0 for E, Ed�1 for E�, �d�1for the isogeny between them and so on we can draw the graph:E0 �d�1
// Ed�1 �d�2

// � � � �1 // E1 �0 // E0Composing all these gives: 6



De�nition 3.1 The q-th power Frobenius on E is the curve endomorphism F = �0 ��1 � : : :��d�1.Of course the action of F is trivial over Fq but it is non-trivial in extension �elds.In the same manner, if we have a curve E over Zq, the little Frobenius � on Zq can be extendedto a map between E and the conjugate curve E�. Repeating this operation d times, brings back tothe initial curve, thus yielding another cycle of isogenies.3.2 Canonical lifting of curvesFirst, we will recall some basic facts about modular equations. The modular equation �p(X;Y ) isa symmetric polynomial of degree p+1 in each variable, with integer coe�cients with the followingproperty. Two elliptic curves E and E0 de�ned over Fq , are related via a cyclic isogeny of degree `only if �`(j(E); j(E0)) = 0.It satis�es the so-called Kronecker relation:�p(X;Y ) � (Xp � Y )(X � Y p) mod p:The coe�cients become rather large as p increases, so we just recall the modular equations �2 and�3: �2(X;Y ) = X3 + Y 3 �X2Y 2 + c1(XY 2 +X2Y )� c2(X2 + Y 2) + c3XY + c4(X + Y )� c5where: c1 = 1488; c2 = 162000; c3 = 40773375; c4 = 8748000000; c5 = 157464000000000�3(X;Y ) = X4 + Y 4 �X3Y 3 + d1(X3Y 2 +X2Y 3)� d2(X3Y +XY 3) + d3(X3 + Y 3)+d4X2Y 2 + d5(X2Y +XY 2) + d6(X2 + Y 2)� d7XY + d8(X + Y )where d1 = 2232, d2 = 1069956, d3 = 36864000, d4 = 2587918086, d5 = 8900222976000,d6 = 452984832000000, d7 = 770845966336000000 and d8 = 1855425871872000000000.The following theorem, due to Lubin, Serre and Tate [LST64], allows one to lift a curve E overFq to a curve E over Zq canonically, by lifting its j{invariant. The curve E is the unique lift of Ehaving the same endomorphism ring.Theorem 3.1 (Lubin-Serre-Tate) Let E be a curve over Fq with j{invariant j 2 Fq n Fp2 , thenthere is a unique J in Zq such that�p(J;�(J)) = 0 and J � j mod p;and J is the j{invariant of the canonical lift E of E (de�ned up to isomorphism).It is possible to implement this theorem directly by lifting J with its conjugate �(J). This isdone by computing the Witt coe�cients xn for n > 0. When the xi are known for 0 � i < n,the equation �p(J;�(J))=pn � 0 mod p yields a p{linear polynomial in the variable xn which caneasily be solved. Unfortunately, computing the polynomial itself requires computations of � andthis is slow in practice. Furthermore, �(d) such steps are required.A much faster method is developed in the next sections using the whole cycle of Ji's. Indeedwriting out all the equations �p(Ji; Ji+1) for 0 � i < d produces an algebraic system over Zqwithout �, which can be solved quickly by a O(log d) steps of a multi-variate Newton iteration.The cycle of lifted curves is: 7



E0�
��

�d�1
// Ed�1�

��

�d�2
// � � � �1 // E1�

��

�0 // E0E0 �d�1
// Ed�1 �d�2

// � � � �1 // E1 �0 // E0Considering it as a whole yields the curve endomorphism F which is the lift of F :E�
��

F // E�
��E F // ENow the dual of a little Frobenius isogeny � is a (separable) isogeny �̂ called the Verschiebung.Following Satoh we will work with the dual since, being separable, it can be manipulated easily viaits kernel. By considering the duals, we go around the same cycles in the opposite direction:E0�

��

�̂0 // E1�
��

�̂1 // � � � �̂d�2
// Ed�1�

��

�̂d�1
// E0E0 �̂0 // E1 �̂1 // � � � �̂d�2

// Ed�1 �̂d�1
// E0We also get the dual curve endomorphism F̂ = �̂d�1 � �̂d�2 � � � � � �̂0 and its lift F̂ .E�

��

F̂ // E�
��E F̂ // E3.3 The main algorithmThe algorithm consists of two phases: lifting all the information we need to Zq with enough preci-sion, and then recovering the trace with the help of these data.Following Satoh we construct a cycle of j{invariants, using the Frobenius � in Fq , and then liftall of them simultaneously using a multivariate Newton iteration. In this manner we obtain all theconjugate J 's in Zq without having to compute the Frobenius � in Zq at all. Once that is done,we lift the curves one at a time by lifting their coe�cients using (univariate) Newton iterations.The isogenies �̂i and �̂i are separable of degree p, so they are determined by their kernels whichhave order p. Therefore lifting �̂i to �̂i will be done by lifting its kernel, which is a p{torsionsubgroup.We can lift the kernel either by lifting a single point using a Newton iteration, when p = 2 andp = 3, or by lifting a factor of the p{division polynomial with a more general Hensel lift, whenp � 5.Procedure MainAlgorithmInput: An elliptic curve E de�ned over Fq , with j(E) 62 Fp2 .Output: The trace of the curve E.1. Compute the cycle of d curves Ei and their j{invariants ji;2. Lift all the ji simultaneously, yielding Ji; 8



3. Lift each curve by lifting its coe�cients;4. Lift each curve's p{torsion subgroup.5. Compute the trace from the lifted data.3.3.1 Computing the traceThe aim here is to compute the trace of the Frobenius endomorphism F : E ! E. We assumethat we have computed (a good approximation of) the canonical lift E of E. Since canonical liftingpreserves the endomorphism ring, the trace of Frobenius is unchanged. Moreover the trace of anendomorphism is the same as the trace of its dual. We haveTrF = TrF = Tr F̂ :where F is the Frobenius on E and F̂ is its dual. As explained above, the Frobenius F can bedecomposed into the product of little Frobenius isogenies which cycle the curve E through its dconjugates, and similarly for the duals. ThusTr F̂ = Tr ��̂d�1 � �̂d�2 � � � � � �̂0� :The next step is to go to the formal groups of the curve E and its conjugates. Let us denotethe local parameter �X=Y of E by � , and the local parameters of Ei by �i. Expressing the actionof F̂ on this parameter, we get the form F̂(�) =Xk�1 ck�k;and Satoh's proposition 4.1 shows that the equation x2 � Tr (F̂)x+ q = 0 satis�ed by F̂ impliesTr (F̂) = c1 + qc1 :Thus, computing the �rst coe�cient c1 is enough to solve the problem. The key point is that,since F̂ is the composition of morphisms, it is possible to compute c1 as the product of the �rstcoe�cients in the expansions of the factors in the formal groups. More precisely, we can write�̂i : Ei ! Ei+1 on the formal groups as�̂i(�i) = gi�i +O(�2i ):Then we have c1 = Y0�i<d gi;and TrF � Y0�i<d gi mod q:Note that this product of gi is an expression for the norm from Zq down to Zp of g0 and thus itis certainly in Zp. In addition it gives the trace of F to within O(pd), since if higher precision wasdesired it would be necessary to take the term q=c1 into account.The �nal step is to compute each gi from the curves Ei and Ei+1 and the kernel of �̂i. This isdone with the help of V�elu's formulae [V�el71]. Each gi can be expressed as a rational fraction interms of the data we lifted, and multiplying them together gives the trace with su�cient precision.9



3.3.2 ComplexityFor the �eld Fq , one works with an algebraic extension of degree d to p{adic precision O(pO(d))so that each element of Zq takes O(d2 log p) space. For each curve one needs to store a boundednumber of such elements, and there are d conjugate curves; thus the total memory space requiredis O(d3 log p). Remarkably the run-time is just O(d3 log d log log d) with fast arithmetic (or O(d5)with na��ve arithmetic), for �xed p. The algorithm is also signi�cantly easier to implement than anoptimized SEA algorithm, and even with simple Karatsuba arithmetic, the run-time exponent is arespectable 1 + 2 log 3log 2 ' 4:17.Satoh proved the following theorem for p � 5, and we extend it to the cases p = 2 and p = 3.Theorem 3.2 (Satoh) Let E be an elliptic curve over the �nite �eld with q = pd elements. As-sume that j(E) 62 Fp2 . Then there exists a deterministic algorithm for computing the order of Ewhich, for �xed p, requires O(d3) memory and O(d3+") bit-operations.Note that the restriction j(E) 62 Fp2 is not essential as the cases j(E) 2 Fp2 can be handled bycounting points over a tiny sub�eld.4 Algorithms for lifting4.1 Lifting the cycle of elliptic curvesThe theorem of Lubin, Serre and Tate ensures that the cycle of Ji we want to construct is charac-terized by �p(Ji; Ji+1) = 0 for all 0 � i < d (for notational convenience, the indices are understoodto be taken modulo d). The algorithm for computing this cycle from the cycle of ji is a Newtoniteration based on the following function acting on a vector of size d:�(x0; : : : ; xd�1) = (�p(x0; x1);�p(x1; x2); : : : ;�p(xd�1; x0)) :The Newton algorithm presented in section 2 can be adapted to this multivariate case rather easily.Instead of considering the derivative of the function, it is now necessary to deal with the Jacobianmatrix D�(x0; : : : ; xd�1) = 0BBBBB@ �0p(x0; x1) �0p(x1; x0) 0 : : : 00 �0p(x1; x2) �0p(x2; x1) 0... ... ... ... ...0 0 0 : : : �0p(xd�1; xd�2)�0p(x0; xd�1) 0 0 : : : �0p(xd�1; x0)
1CCCCCAwhere �0p(X;Y ) denotes the partial derivative of �p(X;Y ) with respect to X, and the iteration isessentially (x0; : : : ; xd�1) (x0; : : : ; xd�1)� �(D�)�1�� (x0; : : : ; xd�1):We describe here a detailed \ready to implement" algorithm which takes care of two importantissues: the choice of working precision at each stage, and the inversion of the Jacobian matrix.If the computations are organized in a suitable way, the inversion can be done with a linear(in d) number of arithmetic operations. The diagonal elements are all invertible so we can doelimination without having to look for a \pivot". Furthermore the o�-diagonal elements are alldivisible by p. 10



By doing row operations on the derivative matrix (and simultaneously on �) we move thebottom left element �0p(x0; xd�1) towards the right. At the n-th step it is divisible by pn so that itrapidly becomes zero to within working precision. Then the matrix has a simple form that can besolved directly, from bottom to top.Procedure LiftJInvariantsInputs: A desired precision n and a cycle ji 2 Fq n Fp2 s.t. �p(ji; ji+1) � 0 mod p for all0 � i < d.Output: A cycle Ji 2 Zq s.t. �(Ji) = ji and �p(Ji; Ji+1) � 0 mod pn for all 0 � i < d.1. IF n = 1 THEN pick arbitrary Ji s.t. �(Ji) = ji; GO TO 5;2. n0  dn2 e;3. (J0; J1; : : : ; Jd�1) LiftJInvariants(n0; (j0; j1; : : : ; jd�1));4. (J0; J1; : : : ; Jd�1) UpdateJs(n; (J0; J1; : : : ; Jd�1));5. RETURN (J0; J1; : : : ; Jd�1).Procedure UpdateJsInputs: A desired precision n and a cycle Ji 2 Zq s.t. �p(Ji; Ji+1) � 0 mod pdn=2e for all0 � i < d.Output: A cycle Ji 2 Zq s.t. �p(Ji;Ji+1) � 0 mod pn and Ji � Ji mod pdn=2e for all 0 � i < d.1. Allocate arrays D[0::d�2], P [0::d�1] and J[0::d�1] of elements of Zq;2. FOR i = 0 TO d� 2 DOt 1=�0(Ji; Ji+1);Di  t � �0(Ji+1; Ji);Pi  t � �(Ji; Ji+1);3. m �0(J0; Jd�1);f  �(Jd�1; J0);4. FOR i = 0 TO d� 2 DOf  f �m � Pi;m �m �Di;IF m � 0 mod pn THEN BREAK;5. m m+�0(Jd�1; J0);6. Pd�1  f=m;7. FOR i = d� 2 DOWN TO 0 DOPi  Pi �Di � Pi+1;8. FOR i = 0 TO d� 1 DOJi  Ji � Pi; 11



9. Free arrays D and P ;10. RETURN (J0;J1; : : : ;Jd�1).In the procedure UpdateJs, it is possible to reduce the memory usage signi�cantly. Indeed, theD and the P arrays can be avoided altogether by computing their entries on the y, although someof the calculations need to be repeated. To do this, loop 2 of the algorithm should be removed andthe values Di and Pi should be computed on the y in loop 4. Loops 7 and 8 need to be mergedand the values Di and Pi computed on the y. Some of them were already computed in loop 4 butnote that the m � 0 test breaks out of that loop after roughly n iterations. In fact, by workingto half precision, as described at the end of section 2:5, roughly n=2 iterations are su�cient. Sincen � d=2 at most, not much recomputation is necessary.4.2 Characteristic p � 5 (Satoh)4.2.1 Lifting the curve's equationWhen the characteristic p is at least 5 (p = 2 is treated in section 4.3 and p = 3 in appendix 7), weconsider that the elliptic curve E over Fq has an equation of the form E : y2 = x3+ ax+ b. In thiscase, we want to lift E to a curve E : y2 = x3+Ax+B over Zq whose j{invariant we already know.To do so, we lift one of the coe�cients arbitrarily and lift the other with a Newton iteration basedon the equation J = �1728(4A)3=� where � = �16(4A3+27B2). Note that the hypotheses p � 5and J 62 Fp2 ensure that the denominator in the iteration is non zero, thus the precision exactlydoubles at each iteration.Procedure LiftAAndBInputs: The precision n, a j{invariant J 2 Zq and coe�cients a and b of a curve E over Fq withj{invariant �(J).Output: Coe�cients A and B in Zq of a curve E with j{invariant J , lifted to precision n.1. Pick arbitrary A such that �(A) = a;2. B  LiftBGivenA(n; J;A; b);3. RETURN A;B.Procedure LiftBGivenAInputs: The precision n, a j{invariant J and coe�cients A 2 Zq and b 2 Fq .Output: A coe�cient B in Zq, lifted to precision n.1. IF n = 1 THEN pick any B such that �(B) = b; GO TO 5;2. n0  dn2 e;3. B  LiftBGivenA(n0; J; A; b);4. B  B � J(4A3+27B2)�6912A354 J B ;5. RETURN B.
12



4.2.2 Lifting the p{torsionLifting the p{torsion subgroup is the more delicate step in Satoh's algorithm. The idea is to lift afactor of the p{division polynomial 	p(x) of Ei by a type of quadratic Hensel lift (which resemblesa Newton iteration). Two problems arise:� Lifting a factor is not as simple as lifting a root of a polynomial,� The derivative of 	p(x) is zero modulo p, so it is necessary to be careful with precision. It isespecially important to check the initial required precision.The algorithm for dealing with this factor lifting is given in Lemma 2.1 of Satoh's paper. It isvery technical and we shall not reproduce the proof here. We only reformulate the result with ournotation.Theorem 4.1 (Satoh) Let 	(x) be a polynomial over a p{adic �eld such that p k 	0(x). Let h(x)be a monic polynomial known to precision n such that� �(h(x)) is square-free and prime to �(p�1	0(x)),� h(x) divides 	(x) to precision n+ 1.De�ne a new polynomial h(x) = h(x) +�	(x)	0(x)h0(x) mod h(x)� :Then h(x) has the following properties� h(x) � h(x) modulo pn,� h(x) divides 	(x) to precision 2n+ 1.Note moreover that if n � 1, then �(h(x)) = �(h(x)), and the process can be repeated.To turn this theorem into an algorithm, it remains to initialize the iteration. For this, we needa way to construct the �rst approximation for the factor H(x) of 	p(x). Satoh proposes takingthe p-th root of the p{division polynomial of the curve Ei, which is free since all the necessaryinformation is in the p{division polynomial of the curve Ei+1.The algorithm is as follows:Procedure LiftHInputs: The precision n, an elliptic curve Ei+1 over Fq and an elliptic curve Ei over Zq.Output: A monic factor H(x) of the p-th division polynomial of Ei, representing the kernel of�̂i.1. 	(x) the p-th division polynomial of Ei; (Note deg 	 = p2�12 ).2.  (x) the p-th division polynomial of Ei+1; (Note  = hp for some h(x) with degree p�12 ).3. h(x) 0;4. FOR k = 0 TO p�12 DO 13



h(x) h(x) + uku(p�1)=2xk, with uk the coe�cient of xpk in  (x);5. H(x) LiftHbis(n;	(x); h(x));6. RETURN H(x).Procedure LiftHbisInputs: The precision n, a polynomial 	(x) and an approximation h(x).Output: A monic factor H(x) of 	(x) to precision n.1. IF n = 1 THEN H(x) h(x); GO TO 5;2. n0  dn�12 e;3. H(x) LiftHbis(n0;	(x); h(x));4. H(x) H(x) + � 	(x)	0(x)H 0(x) mod H(x)�;5. RETURN H(x).4.3 Characteristic twoIn this subsection, we propose lifting algorithms for the curve and the torsion subgroup in charac-teristic two. In remark 3.9 of [Sat00], Satoh pinpointed the main obstacle to extending his methodto p = 2 and sketched a possible workaround using a probabilistic factoring algorithm. Here wepropose an e�cient and completely deterministic solution.In characteristic two any elliptic curve E, or its twist, has the formy2 + xy = x3 + a:provided j(E) 6= 0. Thus we can con�ne ourselves to this case.4.3.1 Lifting the curve's equationOur algorithm for lifting the equation of the curve is to lift its a coe�cient using a Newton iteration,to obtain the coe�cient A in the equation y2 + xy = x3 + A of the lifted curve E . Since J = 1� ,where � = �A�432A2 is the discriminant of the curve, the polynomial whose root we will calculateis f(x) = 1 + J(x+ 432x2).In this case f 0(x) = J(1 + 864x) and since �(J) 6= 0, we could use procedure NewtonItera-tions (see section 2.5 above) with k = 0. Thus we could go from precision n to 2n at each step,but in fact we can do slightly better than the generic method and instead go to 2n+ 4. Let x bean approximate root at precision n, with error term f(x) = O(2n). Let y = x� f(x)=f 0(x) be theimproved root after one step. Then the new error term can be written explicitly asf(y) = 1 + J(y + 432y2)= 432 J f(x)2f 0(x)2We have 2 - f 0(x) and 24 k 432, therefore f(y) = O(22n+4). It follows that an initial approximateroot is not actually needed to start the iteration, although for e�ciency we might as well use �1=Jmodulo 16. 14



Procedure LiftAInputs: An integer n and the j{invariant J of a curve E in Zq, with precision n.Output: The coe�cient A of the lifted curve E in Zq with precision n.1. IF n � 4 THEN A �1=J ; GO TO 5;2. n0  dn�42 e;3. A LiftA(n0; J);4. A A� 1+J(A+432A2)J(1+864A) ;5. RETURN A.(A possible alternative algorithm would be to lift the conjugates of the coe�cient a directlyusing a modular polynomial for a instead of the usual one for j).4.3.2 Lifting the 2{torsionOur algorithm for lifting the 2{torsion is also based on Newton iteration. In this case, the functionf(x) comes from the equation satis�ed by the abscissae of the non-trivial 2{torsion points on thelifted curve E , namely the 2{division polynomial 4X3+X2+4A. A root X 2 Zq of this polynomialis necessarily 0 modulo 2. By settingX = 2Z, we get the modi�ed division polynomial 8Z3+Z2+A.In this case we �nd Z using an iteration based on the function f(x) = 8x3 + x2 +A.A di�culty arises in that there are two candidate roots in Zq and we must compute the onewhich corresponds to the non-trivial point in the kernel of �̂i. It will be su�cient to initialise theNewton iteration with the correct square root of �A modulo 8.We next describe how to do this in a deterministic way. We thus solve the problem Satohencounters in his paper while avoiding the probabilistic polynomial factorization modulo 8 that hesuggests.Some theory is needed to justify the choice of root but the result is simple and e�cient. Thereader can skip the next part if desired.Choosing the correct root. In section 5.3 below, we use V�elu's formulae to construct a curve E 0iwhose j{invariant must equal Ji+1. Computing it explicitly, in terms of A and the as-yet-unknownZ, from the equation of E 0i yieldsJi+1 = J(E 0i) � �1Z2 � Z +A mod 4:Since Z is a root of f , we have Z2 +A � 0 mod 4 (even modulo 8) and thusZ � 1Ji+1 mod 4which determines Z uniquely and provides a su�ciently precise initial root Z0 for the procedureNewtonIterations. Indeed f 0(x) = 2(12x2 + x) and 12Z20 + Z0 � 1=Ji+1 mod 4 and this isnon-zero modulo 2. Hence we have k = 1 and we need f(Z0) � 0 mod 22k+1 i.e., modulo 8 to startthe iterations. Nowf(Z0) � Z20 +A mod 8;� (1=J2i+1) +A; (the value of Z0 mod 4 determines Z20 mod 8)� (1=J2i+1)� (1=Ji): (from lifting of A in section 4.3.1 above)15



It remains to show J2i+1 � Ji mod 8. Now Ji = �(Ji+1) so the desired result certainly holdsmodulo 2. Next, note that the Kronecker relation �2(X;Y ) � (X2 � Y )(X � Y 2) actually holdsmodulo 16 and not just modulo 2. Thus�2 (!(ji); !(ji+1)) � 0 mod 16and the terms x1, x2 and x3 in the semi-Witt decomposition of Ji+1 are zero (see section 2.3). ThusJi � J2i+1 mod 16 and hence certainly modulo 8 as required2.Lifting the root. To calculate the correct root Z, we use procedure NewtonIterations withk = 1 and with initial root 1=Ji+1 mod 4.Here, the precision increases at each step from n to 2n� 1. Let x be the approximate value atprecision n, with error term f(x) = O(2n+1). Let y = x � f(x)=f 0(x) be the improved root afterone step. Then the new error term isf(y) = 8y3 + y2 +A= f(x)2f 0(x)2 (24x+ 1)� 8 f(x)3f 0(x)3 :We have 2 k f 0(x) and therefore f(y) = O(2min(2n;3n+3)) = O(22n) as expected.Procedure LiftZInputs: An integer n, the j{invariant Ji+1 to precision 2 and the coe�cient A to precision n+1.Output: The Z of the lifted curve E with precision n.1. IF n � 2 THEN Z  1=Ji+1; GO TO 5;2. n0  dn+12 e;3. Z  LiftZ(n0; Ji+1; A);4. Z  Z � 8Z3+Z2+A2(12Z2+Z) ;5. RETURN Z.5 Computing the traceV�elu's formulae lead to simple expressions for the �rst coe�cient of the isogeny �̂ between Ei andEi+1. Computing the trace just requires taking the product of all these expressions. In this sectionwe recall the formula given by Satoh for p � 5 and derive a similar one for characteristic two. Thecase p = 3 is given in the appendix.5.1 V�elu's formulaeLet E be an elliptic curve, and let F be a �nite subgroup of E. Then E=F is isomorphic to anelliptic curve. The formulae given by V�elu [V�el71] give the explicit equation of an elliptic curve E0isomorphic to E=F , together with an explicit formula for the isogeny between E and E0. Moreoverthe isogeny is such that when we write it in the formal group, its �rst coe�cient is 1.2Note that this allows the �rst two steps of lifting the Ji's to be optimised away and replaced by d+ 2 squarings.16



Let us apply this to our problem. We have two curves Ei and Ei+1 and a subgroup of Ei. Wewant to know the �rst coe�cient in the formal group expression of the isogeny between Ei and Ei+1corresponding to this kernel. The �rst step is to compute the curve E 0i given by V�elu's formulae.Then, we know that E 0i and Ei+1 are isomorphic so we can compute this isomorphism � explicitlyand its �rst coe�cient in the formal group expansion.We have the following diagram: Ei
��>

>
>
>>

>
>

�̂i // Ei+1E 0i � >>||||||||Thus gi, the �rst coe�cient of the isogeny �̂i is equal to the product of the �rst coe�cient ofV�elu's isogeny (which is 1) and that of the isomorphism �. For the latter, it is easy to �nd itssquare in terms of the equations of the curves.5.2 Characteristic p � 5 (Satoh)In the case of characteristic p � 5, we refer to Satoh's original paper for the derivation of theformulae. (For characteristic two, see 5.3 and for characteristic three, see 7.3 in the appendix).The equation of Ei is of the form y2 = x3 +Aix+Bi;and that of Ei+1 is y2 = x3 +Ai+1x+Bi+1:The kernel of �̂i consists of the point at in�nity on Ei and p � 1 �nite points whose p�12 distinctabscissae are given by the roots of the polynomial Hi(x).The curve E 0i given by V�elu's formulae has equation y2 = x3 + �ix+ �i with�i = (6� 5p)Ai � 30(s21 � 2s2) and�i = (15 � 14p)Bi � 70(�s31 + 3s1s2 � 3s3) + 42Ais1;where sk denotes the coe�cient of x(p�1)=2�k in Hi(x).Having the equation for E 0i, it is rather easy to compute the isomorphism with Ei+1. We referto Silverman [Sil86] for the general form of an isomorphism between elliptic curves. In this case ithas the form (x; y) 7! (g2i x; g3i y) where gi is the term we are looking for. Henceg2i = �i�i Ai+1Bi+1 :Thus the algorithm for computing the square of the trace is now clear, and we decide between thetwo square roots by checking the sign using the Hasse invariant hE de�ned to be the norm of thecoe�cient of xp�1 in the polynomial (x3 + ax+ b)(p�1)=2.Procedure ComputeTraceOddCharInput: An elliptic curve E over Fpd , with j(E) 62 Fp2 , given by its equation y2 = x3 + ax+ b.Output: The trace of the curve. 17



1. n �logp 4 + d2�;2. (ji)0�i<d; (ai)0�i<d; (bi)0�i<d  Conjugates of j(E), of a, of b;3. (Ji)0�i<d  LiftJInvariants(n; (ji));4. N  1; D  1;5. FOR i = 0 TO d� 1 DOA;B  LiftAAndB(n; Ji; a; b);H  LiftH(n; ai+1; bi+1; A;B);s1; s2; s3  coe�cients of x(p�1)=2�1, x(p�1)=2�2 and x(p�1)=2�3 in H(x);� (6� 5p)A� 30(s21 � 2s2);�  (15� 14p)B � 70(�s31 + 3s1s2 � 3s3) + 42As1;N  N�A;D  D�B;6. c pN=D;7. hE  Hasse invariant of E.8. IF c 6� hE mod p THEN c �c;9. Reduce c to an integer in 0 : : : pn. IF c > 2pq THEN c c� pn;10. RETURN c.Note that in step 6, the numerator and denominator are in Zp and c is too. The p{adic squareroot can be found using a Newton iteration for the inverse square root, and then multiplying by c.There are two possible roots, either of which will do, since step 8 corrects the sign if necessary.5.3 Characteristic twoThe equation of Ei is of the form y2 + xy = x3 +Ai;and that of Ei+1 is y2 + xy = x3 +Ai+1:In the case of characteristic two, the kernel of �̂i is a subgroup of order 2 of the 2{torsion. Let(Xi; Yi) be the non-trivial point of this subgroup. Note that the ordinate satis�es Yi = �Xi=2.The curve E 0i given by V�elu's formulae [V�el71] has equation y2 + xy = x3 +A4x+A6 whereA4 = �5t and A6 = Ai � t� 7w;with t = 3X2i � Yi and w = Xi t:
18



Here again, having the equation for E 0i and Ei+1 allows us to compute the isomorphism andthen the coe�cient g2i . After translations of the axes (which do not a�ect the �rst coe�cient inthe formal group expansion of the isomorphism), the equations are the following:Ei+1 : y2 = x3 � 148x+ 1864 +Ai+1;E 0i : y2 = x3 + �A4 � 148�x+ 1864 +A6 � A412 :Hence g2i = � 1481864 +Ai+1 � 1864 +A6 � A412A4 � 148 ;which simpli�es to g2i = 72A4 � 1� 864A6(48A4 � 1)(1 + 864Ai+1) :Thereafter we can replace A4 and A6 with their expressions in terms of Ai and Xi.We obtain g2i = �18144X3i � 4536X2i � 252Xi + 1 + 864Ai(1 + 120Xi + 720X2i )(1 + 864Ai+1) :We can simplify this formula further by reducing modulo the minimal polynomial of Xi, which is4X3i +X2i + 4Ai. We get g2i = 1� 252Xi + 19008Ai�1 + 120(Xi + 6X2i )� (1 + 864Ai+1) :Remembering that we lifted Zi = Xi=2 instead of Xi and considering that we need one extrabit of precision for a 2{adic square root, we get the following algorithm.Procedure ComputeTraceChar2Input: An elliptic curve E over F2d , with j(E) 62 F4 , given by its its equation y2 + xy = x3 + a.Output: The trace of the curve.1. j0  j(E); FOR i = d� 1 DOWN TO 1 DO ji  j2i+1;2. n dd2e+ 1;3. (Ji)0�i<d  LiftJInvariants(n; (ji));4. N  1; D  1;5. FOR i = 0 TO d� 1 DOA LiftA(n; Ji);Z  LiftZ(n� 1; Ji+1; A);A 864A;N  N(1� 504Z + 22A); (N has precision n+ 2)D  D(1 + 240(Z + 12Z2))(1 +A); (D has precision n+ 2)6. c pN=D;7. IF c 6� 1 mod 4 THEN c �c; 19



8. Reduce c to an integer in 0 : : : 2n+1. IF c > 2pq THEN c c� 2n+1;9. RETURN c.Note that in step 6, the numerator and denominator are in Z2 and c is too. The 2{adic squareroot can be found via a Newton iteration for the inverse square root. There are four possible squareroots modulo 2n+2 but just two modulo 2n+1 and step 7 corrects the sign if necessary.It is possible to reduce the amount of memory required by combining the lift of the Ji's withthe computations in loop 5. Indeed as soon as one of the Ji's has been computed to full precisionn in procedure UpdateJs, it can be used to lift the corresponding A and Z and to update N andD. Then Ji is no longer needed. In this way, the cycle of Ji's only needs to be stored to halfprecision. When this trick is combined with the one described at the end of section 4.1, the totalspace requirement is d34 +O(d2) bits.6 Numerical examples6.1 A small exampleIn this section we give some intermediate data which are computed when our algorithm for charac-teristic two is run on the elliptic curve over F211 = F2 [t]=(t11 + t2 + 1) de�ned by y2 + xy = x3 + awith a = t4 + t2 + t: This example is taken from [LM00] where it is used to compare di�erentalgorithms for computing isogenies.The �rst steps are to lift the cycle of j{invariants and the curves to precision O(27). We givehere the resulting sequence of Ai's.A0 = 30t10 + 12t9 + 30t8 � 26t7 � 18t6 � 12t5 � 39t4 � 2t3 + 41t2 + 7t� 20A1 = �31t10 � 55t9 � 3t8 + 43t7 + 33t6 + 10t5 � 50t4 � 46t3 + 17t2 + 20t� 5A2 = �46t10 � 53t9 � 6t8 + 6t7 � 18t6 � 33t5 + 17t4 + 31t3 + 16t2 � 39t� 15A3 = � 8t10 � 19t9 + 47t8 � 50t7 � 41t6 � 14t5 + 30t4 + 46t3 + 9t2 � 48t� 57A4 = 23t10 � 58t9 � 42t8 � 26t7 + 18t6 + 40t5 + 29t4 + 29t3 � 30t2 � 38t� 54A5 = 39t10 � 43t9 + 33t8 + 43t7 + 30t6 � 39t5 � 56t4 + 34t3 � t2 � 27t+ 63A6 = 42t10 + 31t9 � 38t8 + 49t7 � 49t6 � 55t5 � 21t4 � 42t3 � 42t2 + 63t� 51A7 = �62t10 � 53t9 + 46t8 � 5t7 � 37t6 � 26t5 + 53t3 + 35t2 + 52t� 15A8 = 15t10 + 54t9 + 35t8 � 31t7 � 58t6 � 10t5 + 60t4 + 49t3 + 16t2 + 40t+ 26A9 = �58t10 + 12t9 � 45t8 � 15t7 � 38t6 � 63t5 + 11t4 + 18t3 � 8t2 + 30t� 20A10 = 56t10 + 44t9 � 57t8 + 12t7 + 50t6 � 54t5 + 19t4 � 42t3 � 53t2 � 60t� 52The Ji's can be recovered easily if desired, by the formulaJi = �1Ai + 432A2i :Then the half-abscissae of the 2{torsion points can be lifted. To precision O(26), the resulting
20



sequence is:Z0 = �25t10 + 7t9 � 21t8 � 3t7 � 25t6 + 6t5 � 2t4 + 22t3 � 5t2 + 32t� 11Z1 = 26t10 + t9 � 30t8 + 30t7 � 2t6 � 7t5 + 23t4 + 25t3 + 28t2 + 23t+ 19Z2 = 32t10 � 9t9 + 9t8 + 26t7 + 17t6 � 30t5 � 18t4 � 26t3 � 9t2 � 4t+ 5Z3 = �23t10 + 22t9 � 2t8 + 2t7 � 30t6 � 16t5 + 11t4 + 11t3 + 10t2 + 6t� 22Z4 = 13t10 + 19t9 + 7t8 � 3t7 + 26t6 � 25t5 � 12t4 + 26t3 + 25t2 � 13t� 7Z5 = 10t10 + 29t9 + 18t8 + 19t7 � 7t6 + 3t5 + 21t4 � 30t3 � 2t2 + 29t+ 7Z6 = 22t10 + 9t9 � 22t8 + 17t7 � 7t6 � 26t5 � 28t4 � 13t3 + 5t2 � 21Z7 = �23t10 + 14t9 + 5t8 + 3t7 � 2t6 � 14t5 � 28t4 � 21t3 � 12t2 + 8t+ 18Z8 = 14t10 + 28t9 + 17t8 � 5t7 � 18t6 � 25t5 + 5t4 � 6t3 � 24t2 + 2t+ 12Z9 = �16t10 � 28t9 � 3t8 + 6t6 � 30t5 � 15t4 + 2t3 + 21t2 � 28t� 28Z10 = �30t10 � 28t9 + 22t8 � 22t7 � 22t6 � 28t5 � 21t4 + 10t3 + 27t2 + 9t� 28The square of the trace can now be computed modulo 29 by the formulac2 = Qi(1� 504Zi + 19008Ai)Qi(1 + 240(Zi + 12Z2i ))(1 + 864Ai) � 65129 � 449:The two square roots modulo 28 are c � �31:And we choose the one congruent to 1 modulo 4. Thusc = �31:6.2 New recordHere we present a record result obtained with the third author's implementation of the algorithmdescribed above (dubbed ECPC for Elliptic Curve Point Counting). We computed the number ofpoints on curves over several large binary �elds, the largest being Fq with q = 28009. Some detailsof the calculation are given below.Processor CPU Time Memory LocationAlpha EV6, 750 MHz 313 h 16.9 GB Cornell Computer Systems LaboratorySeveral multiplication algorithms are implemented in ECPC. For small precisions it uses thena��ve method and Karatsuba's algorithm. For medium precisions it switches to a 3-way or 4-wayToom-type algorithm with evaluation and interpolation at 5 or 7 rational points. Last but notleast, the high precision calculations are performed using Fast Fourier Transforms modulo Fermatnumbers in the style of Sch�onhage's algorithm. Thus it reaches in practice the best speed predictedby the asymptotic analysis.The usefulness of these advanced algorithms can be observed in the following times for multi-plication over Zq at the maximal precision of 4008 bits:Algorithm TimeNa��ve 866 sKaratsuba 26.8 sToom3 12.7 sToom4 9.80 sSch�onhage 2.56 s21



We represent the �eld Fq as F2 [t]=(f(t)) where f(t) is the irreducible polynomial t8009+t3159+1.Let E be the curve y2 + xy = x3 + a where a is:0x3F636F6420707520732774616857This hexadecimal representation is obtained by reducing a modulo f and setting t. The valuewas chosen to be the ASCII encoding of the phrase \What's up doc?". The result we obtained isq + 1� c with the trace c as follows:-173781496855947505026635002869635953808229335381570056464621193940895056863504783294021995065119636064037744458121824706256101375092227785899279859382375508813512228452707543448804227830350453630318289993429955048544858271431235554925925218016021462976522604806199992629607633615399045665748120403497295724818612705811737001932873239713976031333307121192031140124936716110261344299992343462618094707883381239575692354062675177743128084928704789927053902757527426178584350294618098340414692085330411964582201095084463986891949680756772569455776175298098419627580620230881405697016837843911732490034219592736044382123314677929838172853537747054427942739774461484712209985999476777494287080574838937079674483708654377667748782232512309071885437433718460626024619545730229857335859452961591499827794731180323396776774693997980749628390806053785208509477197767399825222359144733258976844620499589156331646085956322156871493279308734719611148013330484292242206852555894563150429003330357185835857959827198598539336567401817103005203941979959470708629753376721197597388299770441615351946293827847496574699722624775864568852009210270915236395433004819982461492543540766219587259634877029770317456234950616362600955We checked that this result is indeed a multiple of the orders of several randomly chosen pointson each curve. A rigorous check of the number of points would require q + 1 � c to be factoredcompletely, but this does not seem to be feasible.For reference, the run-times for ECPC on some smaller �eld sizes are as follows.Degree Time Clock speed Degree Time Clock speed120 0.8 s 750 MHz 1000 22 m 750 MHz160 2.5 s 750 MHz 2000 3 h 750 MHz200 4.6 s 750 MHz 4000 29 h 750 MHz240 7.1 s 750 MHz 7001 265 h 667 MHzRemarksA demo version of ECPC can be found at URL: http://www.xent.com/~harley/We note that very recently Berit Skjernaa has independently extended Satoh's algorithm tocharacteristic two using a di�erent method.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Fran�cois Morain for his continuous support and many invaluable suggestionsduring this work.We are also grateful to Paul Bourke from Swinburne University Astrophysics and Supercom-puting, to Tom Morris from Alpha Processor, Inc. and to Rajit Manohar from Cornell ComputerSystems Laboratory. They provided the computer resources needed for many of our calculations.22



7 Appendix: Characteristic threeCurves in characteristic three, like curves in characteristic two, have a particular form which inducessome particularities in Satoh's algorithm. Here we give the required formulae and briey describethe method for lifting the coe�cients of the curve and the 3{torsion subgroup. Finally we derivethe equation for the trace using V�elu's formulae.7.1 Lifting the curve's equationIn characteristic three, the equation of an elliptic curve has the form y2 = x3+a2x2+a6 whenever itsj{invariant is non-zero, and then j = �a32=a6. The lifted curve E is of the form y2 = x3+A2x2+A6and its j{invariant is J = �256A62=(4A32A6 + 27A26).Therefore, to lift the coe�cients of the curve, one uses almost the same algorithms as forcharacteristic p � 5. That is, one �rst lifts the coe�cient A2 arbitrarily and then one lifts A6using a Newton iteration based on f(x) = J(A32x+ 274 x2)+64A62 and with initial approximate rootx0 = a6.7.2 Lifting the 3{torsionThe 3{division polynomial of E is 	3(x) = 3x4 + 4A2x3 + 12A6x+ 4A2A6 whereas the one of E is 3(x) = a2(x3+a6). We lift the 3{torsion subgroup using a Newton iteration based on the function	3(x). The initial approximate root is x0 = � 3pa6. This iteration is valid since we have:	3(x0) = �3A6x0 � 4A2A6 + 12A6x0 + 4A2A6 = 9A6x0	03(x0) = �12A6 + 12A2x20 + 12A6 = 12A2x20Thus 	3(x0) � 0 modulo 9 and 	03(x0) � 0 modulo 3 but not modulo 9 (note A2 6= 0 and A6 6= 0).7.3 Isogenies and traces in characteristic threeFor the computation of the trace the method is the same as for characteristic two, except that wehave to take into account the form of the curve equations and also adapt V�elu's formulae.The curve Ei has an equation of the formEi : y2 = x3 +Aix2 +Bi:We write Xi for the abscissa of the lifted 3{torsion point. Then V�elu's formulae give the followingequation for the curve E 0i: y2 = x3 + a2x2 + a4x+ a6where a2 = Ai; a4 = �5t; a6 = Bi � 4Ait� 7w;with t = 6X2i + 4AiXi; and w = 10X3i + 8AiX2i + 4Bi:Now we transform the equations of E 0i and Ei+1 by translation of the axes to obtainEi+1 : y = x3 � 13A2i+1x+Bi + 227A3i+1E 0i : y = x3 + (a4 � 13a22)x+ a6 + 227a32 � 13a2a423
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